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Lee-codes, correcting e-errors, over an alphabet with q = 2m letters are considered. It is proved 
that a code can be perfect only if q 1 (ng I), where n is the block length and k = [2e/q J. 
Denote by PL(n, e, Q) a perfect e-errors correcting Lee-code of block length n over 
an alphabet with Q = 2m (m L 1) letters. It is known (cf. [i]) that there are no 
PL(n, e, 2m)-codes if 2% 2e + 1. Rather little is known about PL(n, e, 2m)-codes in 
case 2V 2e+ 1. To our knowledge, the most covering’ result seems to be the 
condition that the existence of a PL(n, e, 2m)-code (m > 2; 2 7 e) implies the inequality 
n > + odd(e!). This is due to Astola [ 11. The purpose of this note is to introduce the 
following rather simple necessary condition for the existence of a PL(n, e, 2m)-code. 
Theorem. Let e, m and n be positive integers. A PL(n, e, 2m) code may exist only if 
2ml (ni 9, where k= [e/2”-‘]. 
Proof. For the definition of the Lee-metric and relative notations we refer to 
Berlekamp [2] and Astola El]. 
Let V(n,e,q) denote the volume of a Lee-sphere with radius e. In the case 
q L 2e + 1 the volume is independent of q, so we denote V(n, e, q) = V(n, e). We shall 
make use of the following generating functions 
0 
1 V(n,e,q)za=(l +z)“(l -2)++*(14)” (t=2m-1), 
e=O 
jj V(n,e)ze=(l +z)“(l -2)-n-1 (q12e+ 1). 
c=o 1 
(Cf. [ 1, p. 181 and [3], p. 3711.) From (1) we easily obtain the formula 
(1) 
V(n,e,q)= i (-1)’ n 
0 
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Furthermore, for v(n,e) we have 
V(n,e)=jo2j “: j” . 
‘= c>( > 
(Cf. [l, p. 201.) Write 
(3) 
where i=O, I,... ,k;j=O, l,..., e and ru is an integer. If j = 0, the products are empty 
and equal I. Consequently ra = 0. Equation (4) yields 
Since j! = 2” odd(j!), where u < j (jr l), we have, by (S), 
where vu is an integer and vi.0 = 0. A combination of (2), (3) and (6) yields 
V(n,e,q)= i (-1)’ n 
i=O 
(i)jo('rit)(Tp 
= i ,_l,~(:>(~02~~)~)+~~o~~~))~ 
i=O 
Noticing that C” =o(- l)‘(?) = (- l)k(“i I) we obtain the formula 
V(n, d (mod q)- (7) 
According to the sphere-packing condition (see [l, p. 121). V(n, e, q) is equal to a 
power of 2. If k = 0, then qz 2e+ 1 and it is clear that there exist no perfect codes. 
On the other hand, ( ni l) = 1 and the condition 2m 1 (n; *) is not satisfied. Consider 
the case kz 1. Now q c 2e + 1 and V(n, e, q) 2 q. Consequently q 1 V(n, e, q) and (7) 
implies the congruence 
V(n,e)=O (mod q). 
Since, by (3), 2{ V(n,e), we see that the theorem is established. 
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